The angular resolution of current near-eye display devices is still far below humaneye acuity. How to achieve retina-level resolution while keeping wide field-of-view (FOV) remains a great challenge. In this work, we demonstrate a multi-resolution foveated display with two display panels and an optical combiner. The first display panel provides a wide FOV but relatively low resolution for the surrounding region, while the second one offers an ultrahigh resolution for the central fovea region, by an optical minifying system which enhances the effective resolution by 5 ×. In addition, a switchable Pancharatnam-Berry phase deflector is employed to shift the high-resolution region. The proposed design effectively reduces the pixelation and screen-door effect in near-eye displays. 4863-4872 (2018). 20. G. Osterberg, "Topography of the layer of rods and cones in the human retina," Acta Ophthal. 6(Suppl.), 1-103 (1935). 21. H. Hua and S. Liu, "Dual-sensor foveated imaging system," Appl. Opt. 47(3) , 317-327 (2008). 22. Y. Qin and H. Hua, "Continuously zoom imaging probe for the multi-resolution foveated laparoscope," Biomed.
Introduction
Recently, head-mounted displays have attracted a great deal of interest due to its potentially wide applications in gaming, education, training and medical care [1, 2] . While the visual experience delivered by current augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) devices is still below what we can perceive in the real world [3] . A significant cause of degraded immersive experience in VR headsets is low resolution. Most of current commercial VR displays can only offer angular resolution of around 10~15 pixel per degree (ppd) in the central region with a FOV ≈110°. However, the acuity of a normal person with 20/20 vision is about 1 arcmin, namely 60 ppd. Thus, the VR headset users can observe clear pixelation and screen-door effect, which would greatly degrade the immersive experience of virtual contents. To eliminate screen-door effect, 4~5 × improvement on angular resolution is needed to match human-eye acuity. However, there exists a trade-off between high angular resolution and wide field of view, as Fig. 1 depicts. In order to obtain ~60 ppd angular resolution while keeping wide FOV >100°, over 6K × 6K pixels would ultimately be needed for each eye. Such a huge increase of display pixel number would inevitably bring new challenges for panel fabrication, driving electronics, image rendering and data transport [3, 4] . No matter for liquid crystal display (LCD) or organic light emitting diode (OLED) display, it will be a very challenging task to integrate over 36 million (6K × 6K) pixels on such a small display panel. Thanks to the tremendous efforts of panel manufactures [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , the VR display resolution has been pushed to around 4K × 4K recently [4] , although there is still a long way to go for lowcost mass production. In addition, the new driving circuitry designs are also required [9, 10] due to the much shorter addressing time for each scan line. Even if such a high-resolution panel can be fabricated and successfully driven, there still exists other issue regarding the display data transport [3, 4] . Assuming a 6K × 6K display panel with 90 Hz refresh rate, we need to deliver more than 70 Gb/s to the display, not even to mention light field displays with space-or time-multiplexing [2, [11] [12] [13] [14] . Due to the limitation from the computing power and data cable bandwidth, more efficient image rendering pipeline must be developed [3] . So far, achieving retina-level resolution near-eye display with wide FOV remains a challenging task. To overcome these issues, several efforts [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] have been devoted to enhance the effective resolution by optical methods. For instance, using an image deflector to shift the image by one half of the pixel width to increase the number of pixels has been proposed [17, 18] . By doing so, the effective resolution can indeed be doubled except that the required refresh rate is also doubled. As discussed above, simply increasing the pixel number does not seem to be an elegant solution at the current stage. Human visual system should be taken into consideration as well. Actually, our visual system has an efficient information processing architecture. In human retina, the image-capture receptors, namely cone cells, are concentrated in a very narrow central region, called fovea [20] . Therefore, human eye acuity is the highest in the fovea region (~ ± 5°) and drops rapidly as the eccentricity angle increases. The image acquired by human eye has much higher information content in the fovea region. Such a foveation concept has already been utilized in the imaging system and video processing [21, 22] . In terms of VR displays, we only need to provide high resolution for the central fovea region instead of the whole field of view. A foveated display is needed by considering panel fabrication difficulties and data transport issue [23] [24] [25] . Several multi-resolution foveated display designs have been proposed [22] [23] [24] , but these designs are still relatively bulky and difficult to integrate into a compact wearable device. Moreover, such a foveated display should be able to displace high resolution region to enable gaze-contingent technique.
In this paper, we propose a multi-resolution foveated display for near-eye displays. Two display panels are adopted in our system: the first one provides a wide FOV, while the second one offers an ultra-high resolution at the central fovea region. Especially, by an optical minifying system, resolution of the second panel can be enhanced by up to 5 × , which is approaching the human-eye acuity. Moreover, a Pancharatnam-Berry phase deflector (PBD) [13, 17] is applied to actively shift the high-resolution region, in order to integrate with gazecontingent functions. Our proposed design only requires two relatively low-resolution panels, which can avoid the fabrication and driving difficulties for high-resolution display panels. In addition, the proposed foveated display design can be easily integrated into varifocal light filed display systems [13, 14, 26, 27 ]. The image displayed by panel 1 will be directly viewed by human eye through beam splitter and eyepiece lens as plotted in Fig. 3(a) , which is quite similar to a conventional VR display. However, in our design this display panel only delivers the image content for surrounding region. The light from the second panel will pass through a folded optical path, which includes a concave lens and a flat mirror, as Fig. 2 illustrates. Thus, the image displayed by panel 2 will be minified first by the concave lens [ Fig. 3(b) ], before it is perceived by human eye. If the focal length of concave lens is denoted as −f c and the optical minification as M, then the spatial resolution enhancement ratio R can be expressed by:
System configuration
where d 1 + d 2 stands for the distance from display panel 2 to the flat mirror. According to Eq.
(1), the enhancement ratio R can be enlarged by reducing the focal length of concave lens or increasing the distance
Actually, in our following experimental demonstrations, the resolution enhancement can easily reach 4~5x. Therefore, the display 2 can finally generate an ultra-high resolution but small-size image. As mentioned above, two displays provide image contents for central and surrounding regions, respectively. A beam splitter is used to combine these two displayed images together, as shown in Fig. 2 . It is worth mentioning that the perceived image depths from two displays must be matched, as Fig. 3(b) illustrates. Thus, the display panel 2 should be placed at:
where R is the enhancement ratio from Eq. 
Experiment
In this section, we carried out experiments to demonstrate our proposed design discussed above. Our optical setup basically followed the layout plotted in Fig. 2 . In our experiments, two identical 3.7-inch OLED panels with resolution 1200 × 1080 were employed as the two displays shown in Fig. 2 . One plano-concave lens with focus length −f c = −35 mm was adopted. As for the eyepiece, we used a positive achromatic doublet lens with focal length f e = 10 cm in our experiments. Actually, the current VR headset eyepieces, for instance Fresnel lens, can also be used in our design. The angular resolution enhancement ratio will keep the same. The main reason why the achromatic lens with f e = 10 cm is chosen in our experimental setup is to get photography of whole field of view with clear RGB pixels. A camera was placed after the eyepiece lens to capture the displayed images. To eliminate the ghost images generated by panel reflection, we laminated a circular polarizer and an anti-reflection film onto each OLED panel.
In the following experiments, we considered two cases with spatial resolution enhancement ratio R = 4 and 5, respectively. According to Eq. (1), we set d 1 + d 2 ≈5.25 cm to achieve around 4 × resolution enhancement and d 1 + d 2 ≈7 cm for 5 × resolution enhancement. For each case, the distance d 3 was adjusted to match the image depths of two displays, as Eq. (2) suggests.
Figures 4 and 5 show the experimental results. The display performance is very good without obvious image distortions. To further minimize the image distortions in future work, the minifying optical path can be improved with multiple lens or freeform lens [28] . As indicated in Figs. 4(a) and 5(a) , the displayed image regions enclosed by the black circle have much higher spatial resolution than the outside regions. Especially, from the magnified figures Figs. 4(b) and 5(b) , the pixelation or screen-door effect can be observed in the outside low-resolution region. But inside the black circle, images are quite smooth. If we further zoom in the images, the pixel size can be compared directly at the boundary, as depicted in Figs. 4(c) and 5(c) . For quantitative evaluations, we first measured the pixel pitch of the OLED panels under an optical microscope, before setting up the foveated display system. Therefore, we are able to measure the pixel pitch in the central and surrounding regions. Then through the photographs, the spatial resolution enhancement ratios can be determined: R ≈4
for Fig. 4 and R ≈5 for Fig. 5 . Thus, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 indicate that we have successfully demonstrated a multi-resolution foveated display using our proposed optical method. , 2018) , it provides angular resolution of around 14.5 ppd. If we apply our 4 × enhancement system, we can obtain ~58 ppd for the central 25° FOV region.
In Fig. 6 , we examine the on-axis modulation transfer function (MTF) [29] along two optical paths. The MTF was measured with a Canon EOS T5i camera at F/5.6 with ISO 400 and exposure time 2.5 ms. The MTF of the low-resolution path (Original) drops to 0.5 at 20 cpd, while the high-resolution path (4 × ) drops to 0.5 at 72 cpd. The MTF is not exactly 4 × as high-resolution path involves an extra fast lens, which introduces additional aberration. As the system is operating at 14.5 and 58 ppd for low-and high-resolution images, the imaging performance is reasonably sufficient. 
Image shifter
As discussed above, ultra-high angular resolution can be obtained in the narrow central region ~20° FOV. While this region may still not be large enough, since human eye may look at different positions of the display. Eye-gaze tracking techniques need be integrated to provide better viewing experience. To enable eye-tracking function, we propose to use a switchable Pancharatnam-Berry phase deflector (PBD) to shift the high-resolution region and adjust the display contents in real time.
The PBD is a single-order phase grating based on Pancharatnam-Berry phase change [30, 31] ; in theory its diffraction efficiency can achieve ~100% [13, 17, 32] . In a PB phase optical element, the half-wave (λ/2) plate is spatially patterned with varying in-plane crystal axis direction [13] . Its phase modulation is directly determined by the crystal axis orientation, namely liquid crystal azimuthal angle φ(x, y). The detailed working mechanism can be explained by Jones matrices. With a circularly polarized input light, the Jones calculus can be written as [17] :
where J + and J − stand for the left-and right-handed circularly polarized light (LCP and RCP), respectively, R(φ) and R(−φ) present the rotation operation matrix and W(π) is the phase retardation matrix. According to Eq. (3), besides flipping the handedness, the λ/2 plate also introduces a ± 2φ(x, y) phase delay. If the LC azimuthal angle distribution follows a linear profile as:
then a linear wavefront delay can be constructed, as shown in Fig. 7 (a) and 7(b). Then the PBD can work as a high-efficiency single order phase grating, with the deflection angle [17] :
Detailed theoretical explanations and device fabrication methods can be found in [13, 17, 32, 33] . Both active driving and passive driving schemes can be adopted for driving a PBD [13] . Here we choose the active driving method because PBD will not change the incident light direction at the voltage-on state [ Fig. 7(c) ].
There are three reasons why we choose a PBD as the image shifter. Firstly, it is a single order deflector with nearly 100% diffraction efficiency, which helps eliminate ghost images. In experiments, over 95% optical efficiency can be easily obtained [13, 32, 34] . Secondly, the fast switching between two states can greatly reduce the latency for eye-tracking. Both turnon time and turn-off time of PBD keep shorter than 1 ms [13, 17] . The third reason is low operation voltage (7~8 Volts), which helps reduce power consumption.
It is worth mentioning that polarization management needs to be carefully considered for PB optical elements. As plotted in Fig. 7(d) , if a PBD is just simply inserted between the concave lens and the mirror, it works as a simple reflector instead of a deflector because both PBD and metal reflection will flip the polarization handedness. Therefore, we need to add another quarter-wave (λ/4) plate to get the correct polarization state. Finally, the deflection angle of the system combining PBD, λ/4 plate, and mirror is 2θ. To demonstrate this concept by experiments, we inserted a PBD and a broadband quarterwave plate between concave lens and flat mirror in Fig. 2 . The spatial period of the employed PBD is P = 4.88 μm, and its deflection angle is 15° for λ = 633 nm. The LC birefringence and thickness were carefully tuned to match the half-wave requirement for λ = 633 nm. Detailed fabrication procedure of PB elements can be found in [13, 17, 33] . The above-mentioned OLED panel was still used as display 1. To minimize the possible image blur induced by angular dispersion of diffraction grating, we adopted a 5.5-inch 2560 × 1440 LCD panel with laser backlight as display panel 2. The three RGB laser wavelengths are λ B = 445 nm, λ G = 520 nm and λ R = 639 nm. A broadband λ/4 plate was also laminated to the LCD panel in order to convert its polarization state to circular polarization. The experimental results are presented in Fig. 8 . From Fig. 8 , the high-resolution region is successfully displaced with the help of an image shifting PBD. No obvious image blur occurs since the diffraction efficiency of PBD is over 95%. The preliminary results shown in Fig. 8 serve the purpose as feasibility demonstration. In reality, the deflection angles of the three laser wavelengths are different, due to the angular dispersion of diffraction gratings. That would lead to color breakup in the shifted highresolution region. To overcome this issue, pre-compensation should be carried out when processing display images from panel 2.
Conclusion
We have experimentally demonstrated a multi-resolution foveated display for VR applications. The proposed design mainly consists of two display panels and an optical combiner. We used the first display to provide a wide FOV and the second display to offer an ultra-high resolution for the central fovea region. The spatial resolution of the second display is enhanced by 5 × , by an optical minifying system. In addition, an image shifter PBD is also employed to relocate the high-resolution region. The proposed optical system can effectively reduce the screen-door effect in near-eye displays.
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